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Comans Beverages Ltd. is one of
Ireland’s largest drinks companies,
supplying a full range of Spirits,
Wines, Beers and Soft Drinks
directly to the licenced trade. Our
depots in Dublin, Cork, Limerick,
Galway and Donegal ensure prompt
delivery and a nationwide reach.
We have sourced a range of
“Prestige Spirits” from around the
world for mixologists to consider
and use in their own cocktail
creations. This brochure represents
a sample of our new and unique
brands which we are continuing
to expand. Please contact your
local Comans Beverages Ltd.
Sales Representative to meet
and discuss our range and to
arrange your own mixology
masterclass.
/prestigespiritsireland
/prestigespiritsireland
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Tito’s
Handmade
Vodka
Tito’s Handmade Vodka is America’s
Original Craft Vodka. In 1995, Bert
“Tito” Beveridge obtained the first
legal permit to distill in Texas and
created Tito’s Handmade Vodka.
Titos batch distill their corn-based
vodka using old-fashioned pot stills
and the vodka is naturally gluten-free.
Tito’s Handmade Vodka is distilled and
bottled by Fifth Generation Inc. in
Austin, Texas on the very same land
where the whole venture started.
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Tito’s
Mule
DESCRIPTION
A classic that took the world by
storm, the perfect answer to the
summer sun.
INGREDIENTS
50ml Tito’s Vodka, 20ml lime juice,
ginger beer, 2 dashes of Scrappy’s
Aromatic Bitters.
HOW TO MAKE
Fill a highball glass with cubed ice.
Add Tito’s, lime juice and Bitters
and top up with ginger beer.
Garnish with lime wedge.
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Tito’s
Martini
DESCRIPTION
A simple twist of a classic, easy to
make at home and great for summer
and winter alike.
INGREDIENTS
60ml Tito’s Vodka, 10ml dry sherry,
1 bar spoon of Velvet Falernum,
lemon zest.
HOW TO MAKE
Stir, julep, strain and garnish with
an expressed lemon zest. Leave the
zest in or serve naked.
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Lambay
Whiskey
Lambay Irish Whiskey is crafted using
the centuries old distilling expertise
of Irish Whiskey making, with the
century old blending and maturing
expertise of French Cognac House
- Camus, to create this unique and
unusual range of Irish Whiskeys.
Only the finest triple distilled whiskey
distillates have been selected to
perfect Lambay Irish Whiskey’s unique
taste. This blend is made of malted
barley and grain whiskey, matured
in bourbon barrels with a pleasant
Cognac cask finish and crafted with
Lambay Island Trinity Well Water.
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Lambay
Single Malt
Lambay Single Malt is a triple
distilled malt whiskey crafted with
Lambay Island Trinity Well water. It
is finished in selected Cognac casks
that have been exposed to the sea
air on Lambay Island.
For our Lambay Single Malt, Cognac
casks are shipped from Maison
Camus in France to the shores of
Lambay. Here the Single Malt casks
rest, exposed to notes of iodine,
seaweed and salt via the maritime
winds and sea spray. By allowing
these subtle elements to influence
the casks, each batch brings a new
taste profile to our Single Malt,
producing a well-balanced finish.
This is our craft.
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Lambay
Bothy
DESCRIPTION
Inspired by the Bothy on Lambay
Island, a place open to fresh sea
breezes, cut grass, sea spray and the
delicate aroma of the wild yellow
cowslip flower that blooms in May.
INGREDIENTS
35ml Lambay Small Batch Blend,
35ml cloudy apple juice,
Mediterranean tonic water, lemon
zest and sweet green apple slices.
HOW TO MAKE
Fill a highball glass with cubed
ice. Add Lambay Small Batch Blend
and cloudy apple juice, top up with
tonic water. Garnish with lemon
zest and sweet green apple slices
and gently stir.
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6 O’Clock
Gin
Strikingly smooth 6 O’clock Gin has
a clean flavour led by Juniper. Try it
with our perfectly matched 6 O’clock
Tonic to create your own moment
of “ginspiration”.
The smoothness flows from our
custom-built copper still with its
unique double sphere head, together
with the careful selection of our
botanicals and our distiller’s craft.
Only the pure heart of each run
makes the cut.

GOLD
2017
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6 O’Clock
Damson
Gin
6 O’Clock Damson Gin is hand
made in the traditional way; in
small batches, using hand-picked
British damsons and a moderate
amount of sugar.
We slowly mature an abundance
of damsons in our 6 O’Clock Gin.
The fruits combine with the
smoothness of the gin to give
an intense fruity dryness.
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Damson
Mule
DESCRIPTION
A great way to enjoy the summery
flavours that the Damson Gin has to
offer, a blend between the plummy
characteristics of the Damson Gin
and spicy ginger beer.
INGREDIENTS
35.5ml Damson Gin, 10ml lime
juice, ginger beer, lime wedge.
HOW TO MAKE
Fill a highball glass with cubed ice.
Add Damson Gin and lime juice and
top up with ginger beer. Garnish
with lime wedge.
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Puerto
de Indias
Strawberry Gin
Puerto de Indias is a Premium Gin
manufactured in Carmona (Seville) in
one of the oldest and most traditional
distilleries in the province of Andalusia.
Its name relates to the discovery of the
Americas around the time when Seville
was quickly becoming one of the principal
trading ports for the exchange of goods
between Spain and the New World.
The Strawberry expression of the gin is the
original best selling strawberry gin in the
world and the driving force behind Puerto
de Indias becoming a top ten global gin
brand.

Strawberry
Tonic
DESCRIPTION
Devised by Gintos this 'Perfect Serve'
Gin Tonic with Puerto de Indias
Strawberry Gin is perfect for summer.
INGREDIENTS
20 cl. of Fever Tree or Schweppes
Tonic, 5 cl. of Gin Premium Puerto de
Indias Strawberry, 2 Strawberries & ice.
HOW TO MAKE
Prepare a normal Gin & Tonic in a
wide-mouthed glass with added
ingredients and the aromas can be
allowed to develop. Add plenty of ice
to the prepared G & T and swirl around
so it chills quickly. Slice the two
strawberries in the preferred manner
and add them to the glass. Let rest for
a minute until the ingredients begin
to release their flavours
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Montelobos
Mezcal
Espad�n
Montelobos is an artisanal mezcal
made in Santiago Matatlán Oaxaca
produced with 100% organically
certified agave espadín.
The pinas are roasted in conical clay
pits and milled in a traditional mulepowered stone tahona. Wild yeast is
then used for fermentation before
being double-distilled in wood fired
300L copper stills.
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Montelobos
Ensamble
Mezcal
Grown in the shadows of
Montelobos (Mountain of Wolves)
in Oaxaca’s Sierra Madre range, our
organic agave espadín and agave
cupreata have been cultivated by
five generations of Lopez Family
mezcaleros and put through a
rigorous crafting process designed
by renowned agave derived spirits
expert Iván Saldaña.
The result is a perfectly balanced,
complex Mezcal that allows all
the notes of agave espadín to
shine through.
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Montelobos
Mezcalita
DESCRIPTION
A classic Mexican cocktail with a
smoky twist. The perfect way to
enjoy Mescal, winter and summer.
INGREDIENTS
40ml Montelobos Mezcal, 20ml
Cointreau, 30ml lime juice, 10ml
sugar syrup, 2 dashes of Scrappy’s
Grapefruit Bitters.
HOW TO MAKE
Add all ingredients into a shaker
and shake hard. Strain into a rocks
glass with ice and garnish with
grapefruit zest, (salt optional).
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Ancho
Reyes
Verde
Inspired by a 1927 recipe found in
Puebla de Zaragoza, Mexico, Ancho
Reyes is an elixir made from the
beloved and unique chile ancho.
Ancho Reyes Verde has a bright and
herbal taste with notes of golden
pineapple and a savory acidity
finishing with the crisp, fresh heat
of the poblano chile.
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Ancho
Reyes
Chile
Liqueur
Traditionally Ancho Reyes was
enjoyed neat. As a cocktail
ingredient, its versatility transcends
time, season and geography - a
smoky, heated, fiery celebración of
the radical, the romantico, and the
independiente inside us all.
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Caught in
the Rain
DESCRIPTION
A refreshing rethink of the Pina
Colada. The herbal, spicy balance of
the Ancho Reyes and the coriander
work in perfect harmony with the
tropical fruitiness of the pineapple
and coconut water.
INGREDIENTS
50ml Ancho Reyes Verde, 50ml
coconut water, 50ml pineapple
juice, 25ml lime juice, 10ml sugar
syrup, large pinch of coriander, 2
dashes of green tabasco, 2 dashes
of Scrappy’s Lime Bitters.
HOW TO MAKE
Add all ingredients into a shaker.
Shake and fine strain into a
chilled coupe. Garnish with a
coriander leaf.
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Siempre
Tequila
An award-winning spirit, 100% Agave
Tequila that’s handcrafted in small
batches. Crystal clear in appearance.
Complex aromas and flavours of spice,
herb, pepper, brine/sea salt and citrus
with candied floral notes and hints of
caramel and sweet fruit.
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Siempre
Summer
DESCRIPTION
An exotic and decadent twist to
a margarita using the ultimate
quality Siempre Tequila. Peach juice
and honey combine to add a smooth
softness to the flavour.
INGREDIENTS
45ml Siempre Tequila, 45ml hibiscus
tea, 30ml lemon juice, 30ml peach
juice, 1tbsp nude bee honey,
ground pink peppercorn and pink
Himalayan salt, dehydrated lemon
wheel garnish.
HOW TO MAKE
Shake and fine strain all ingredients
into a chilled martini or coupe glass
rimmed with peppercorn and sea
salt,. Garnish with lemon wheel,
serve and enjoy.
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Hibiscus
Margarita
DESCRIPTION
Floral and aromatic with Hibiscus
and Organic Agave Nectar to the
fore. The Hibiscus Margarita offers a
feminine touch to a great cocktail.
INGREDIENTS
45ml Siempre Tequila Plata, 60ml
Agua de Jamaica (hibiscus tea),
45ml fresh squeezed lime juice,
30ml organic agave nectar, pink
Himalayan sea salt & dried hibiscus
flower, orange slice garnish.
HOW TO MAKE
Combine ingredients in a Boston
over ice cubes. Shake vigorously
and strain over rimmed Collins
glass. Garnish with orange slice
and serve.
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Templeton
4 Year Old
Rye
When Prohibition outlawed the
manufacture and sale of alcoholic
beverages in 1920, many enterprising
residents of a small town in Iowa chose
to become outlaws – producing a high
caliber and much sought-after whiskey
known as Templeton Rye, or “The Good
Stuff” to those in the know.
Available legally for the first time, the
infamous small batch rye whiskey
returns. Aged in charred new oak barrels
and produced from the original
Prohibition Era recipe, Templeton Rye
provides a smooth finish and a clean
getaway.

Templeton
6 Year Old
Rye
Templeton Rye Signature Reserve 6
year old is matured and aged in
American oak barrels and bottled at
45.74% abv to deliver an exceptional
straight Rye whiskey with hints of
butterscotch and toasted oak with a
finish of long lingering spice.
Excellent on its own or with an ice
cube and a little water. Perfect
companion for classic American
Cocktails such as a Manhattan, Old
Fashioned, Whiskey Sour,
Boulevardier or a Sazerac.
Rye whiskey of the YearJim Murray Whiskey Bible
Ian Buxtons- “101 Whiskies”
Gold Medal –
San Francisco Spirits Competition

Bitters are made from botanicals, like aromatic herbs, bark, roots, and fruit. These
ingredients are infused into a flavourless alcohol base to create a potent flavouring.
It’s like adding salt when you cook for that extra flavour boost! That’s sort of like what
bitters do for cocktails. Before Prohibition, bitters were used in all kinds of cocktails,
more recently, thanks to consumers’ renewed interest in craft cocktails, bitters have
been making a big-time comeback.
At Scrappy’s we believe in living well through the senses—and part of living well is
drinking well. We want you to taste, smell, and savour our commitment to excellence
one cocktail at a time. Every flavour and every component of our bitters has been
thoroughly considered and developed by us, by hand. This is how we make the finest
bitters in the world. This is how we make every drink better’.
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Lavender Bitters
Our flagship blend, we are the originators of lavender bitters.
Bright, sweet, yet remarkably well rounded, we captured spring
in a bottle, allowing you to place the soul of the lavender
flower in a glass.

Black Lemon Bitters
A “Black Lemon” is an earthy, smoky, spice commonly used
in Middle Eastern cooking and contrary to what the name
suggests, is actually a dehydrated lime. Despite not having any
actual “black lemon” in this bitters, the bright and fresh lemon
flavour has rich floral notes and deep earthy spices that are
reminiscent of the “black lemon,” hence the name.

Orange Seville Bitters
Seville Oranges are a classic winter citrus. With more depth and
complexity than a traditional orange. Scrappy’s Seville Orange
Bitters is reminiscent of marmalade and comforting winter
spices with subtle floral notes. Made from fresh Seville Orange
peel, this bitters is hyper-seasonal, only available in the
winter and is the perfect bitters for your holiday food and
beverage applications.

Celery Bitters
Using an antique recipe, we invoked the Old World flavours of a
nineteenth century bar. Now you can do the same with a touch
of celery seed accented with hints of citrus.
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Cardamom Bitters
Release the pure essence of cardamom balanced with delicate
citrus. Whether crafting a heady rum punch or wistful warming
toddy, cardamom bitters adds a potent kick to your mix.

Firewater Bitters
Perfect for adding clean spice and heat to any drink or dish
without compromising the integrity of the base ingredients,
this Firewater habanero tincture balances the heat of habanero
peppers with delicate floral notes and subtle sweetness. It
should be noted to exercise care in handling, and use very
sparingly, as this tincture is extremely spicy.

Chocolate Bitters
Organic-toasted cacao nibs bring this blend to life and with just
a hint of spice and oak, imparts the essence of chocolate into
any drink. Truly a necessity in any well- stocked bar.

Grapefruit Bitters
The natural bitterness of grapefruit zest mingled with gentian.
You’ll find an endless variety of uses for this age-old flavour,
now with a modern twist.
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Aromatic Bitters
Scrappy’s answer to the classic aromatic bitters.
These bitters were created to be used in classic cocktail recipes.
They add balance and a bit of spice to your favourite spirits.
They make a killer Bar Ginger too.

Lime Bitters
Intense, fresh organic lime is the forgotten element in
many drinks. You’ll discover what you’ve been missing
once you experience the flavour.

Orange Bitters
A craft bar staple for over 150 years. Scrappy’s orange
bitters continues the tradition with this unique blend of
bright, fresh and bitter oranges, herbs, and spices.

Orleans Bitters
Scrappy’s Orleans Bitters is a New Orleans style bitters.
With a fresh bouquet and strong anise taste complimented
by notes of citrus, cinnamon and a bitter floral finish,
this bitters is perfect for your Sazeracs, Vieux Carres,
and everything in between.
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Tito’s Handmade Vodka
Bottle Size
70cl

Case Size
6x70cl

Min. Order
1 bottle

Price Per Case
€169.31

Bottle Size
70cl

Case Size
6x70cl

Min. Order
1 bottle

Price Per Case
€162.00

Lambay Irish Whiskey Single Malt
Bottle Size
70cl

Case Size
6x70cl

Min. Order
1 bottle

Price Per Case
€227.00

Bottle Size
70cl

Case Size
6x70cl

Min. Order
1 bottle

Price Per Case
€175.00

Bottle Size
70cl

Case Size
6x70cl

Min. Order
1 bottle

Price Per Case
€175.00
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Montelobos Mezcal Espadin

Bottle Size
Case Size		
Min. Order			
Price Per Case
70cl			6x70cl		1 bottle				€210.63

Montelobos Mezcal Ensamble

Bottle Size
Case Size		
Min. Order			
Price Per Case
70cl			6x70cl		1 bottle				€250.08

Ancho Reyes Verde

Bottle Size
Case Size		
Min. Order			
Price Per Case
70cl			6x70cl		1 bottle				€186.88

Ancho Reyes Rojo

Bottle Size
Case Size		
Min. Order			
Price Per Case
70cl			6x70cl		1 bottle				€186.88

Siempre Tequila

Bottle Size
Case Size		
Min. Order			
Price Per Case
70cl			6x70cl		1 bottle				€186.56

Scrappy’s Bitters
Bottle Size
14.8Cl		

Case Size		
12x14.8Cl

Min. Order			
12 bottles (mixed case)		
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Price Per Case
€178.23

Prestige Spirits distributed by Comans Beverages Ltd.
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin ��, D�� YW�3.
+353(�) �66���� | www.comans.ie

